
SUMMER AT PATINA MALDIVES
Welcome to the vibrant summer program at Patina Maldives! Embark on an 
island adventure filled with culinary pop-ups and rejuvenating biohacking sessions. 
Explore workshops with artists to ignite your creativity, and dive into conservation 
to forge deeper connections with our planet. 

Young adventurers can join our exclusive football camp with the world’s most 
awarded international club - Real Madrid Foundation and set sail at our sailing 
academy. 

Embrace the spirit of discovery and adventure this summer at Patina Maldives.



POTTERY CLASSES BY THE CLAY STUDIO MALDIVES
01.06 – 30.06
Join in on a creative journey with Clay Studio, a Maldivian ceramics hub, offering pottery classes for all ages. 
Discover the art of wheel throwing and hand building, kids’ clay sessions, and unique couple date nights. Dive 
into specialty workshops to craft your breakfast set or design your own vase. Elevate your experience with 
private classes and tailored workshops for unforgettable memories.

SHIATSU & ACUPUNCTURE WITH 
YUKI NISJIKUBO
15.05 - 15.06
Shiatsu and Acupuncture are two ancient healing practices that promote relaxation, stress relief, improved 
circulation and increased energy.

BAR TRENCH POP-UP
08.06 - 10.06
Experience the allure of Bar Trench, one of Asia’s finest bars, as 
it sets up a captivating pop-up at Patina Maldives. All the way 
from Tokyo the 19th-century- inspired alchemist bar introduce an 
exclusive limited time menu and host a cocktail masterclass.

WORLD OCEAN’S DAY & GLOBAL WELLNESS DAY
08.06
Today, we celebrate the profound link between our 
wellbeing and the preservation of our world, especially 
the ocean. Join us in honoring this connection with coral res-
toration workshops, beach meditation, ocean aerobics, and a 
conscious cuisine celebration. Together, let’s 
understand how our choices shape our environment. 
Embrace the harmony between personal wellness and ocean 
stewardship.

DRAGON BOAT FESTIVAL
10.06
Embark on the excitement of the Dragon Boat Festival with a 
thrilling lagoon race and special menu delights.



EID AL ADHA CELEBRATION
16.06
This grand feast will feature a delicious buffet spread of delecta-
ble cuisines, making it perfect for those looking to celebrate this 
joyous occasion in style. The event promises to be one-of-a-kind 
with its stunning beachfront setting and fantastic views; all in the 
spirit of kinship.

REAL MADRID FOUNDATION FOOTBALL CLINIC
04.07 – 12.08
Experience daily training sessions guided by a Real Madrid Youth Training Coach, sharing a deep passion 
for the game. Receive comprehensive instruction covering every aspect of football. Led by experienced Real 
Madrid Foundation coaches with UEFA PRO Licenses, our clinics focus on individual and group development, 
mirroring the Real Madrid Academy’s methodology. Join us and “Play The Real Way” – where excellence 
meets passion on the field.



LIFE ENERGY WITHSASSAN BEHNAM-BAKHTIAR
04.07 – 12.08
Renowned as the visionary artist who seamlessly blends artistry with sustainability, 
Sassan Behnam-Bakhtiar embarks on a quest for profound connections with nature, 
understanding energy, and human evolution. His latest works at Patina Maldives delve 
into the realms of energy and sustainability, offering a captivating exploration that inspires 
reflection and awe.

YOUTH SAILING ACADEMY
14.07 – 15.08
Learning to master the art of sailing. Professional instruction will teach you the right 
way to do things on the sail boat. Start on a small boat where the equipment is simple. 
You will learn learn to “rig” (prepare) the boat, basic maneuvering (tacking, gybing and 
docking) and baseline safety issues.



FIATA PIZZERIA HONG KONG BY SALVATORE FIATA
August
Fiata Pizzeria Hong Kong by Salvatore Fiata is renowned globally for bringing the essence 
of Campania to Asia. With meticulous attention to dough and top-quality ingredients, 
Salvatore’s contemporary Neapolitan pizzas delight palates worldwide. Join us in savoring 
a taste of authentic Italian craftsmanship and passion by the Pizza Maker of the Year 2023.

ILLUSTRATING AGA SKIBA
August
Marvel at Aba Skiba, the visionary mural & window artist. Witness her craft as she paints a 
mural in our kids’ club and immerse yourself in her illustration workshops.

ANIMAL FLOW
23.08 – 23.09
Join Faisal, a leading regional instructor, for Animal Flow and Rope Flow. Discover Animal 
Flow’s whole-body workout, optimizing your movement and enhancing joint strength and 
mobility. Rope Flow offers low-impact stimulation, improving posture and relieving 
tightness. Embrace mindful practices for a resilient, agile body.
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